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The Advanced LIGO detectors have recently completed their second observation run successfully. The
run lasted for approximately 10 months and led to multiple new discoveries. The sensitivity to gravitational
waves was partially limited by laser noise. Here, we utilize auxiliary sensors that witness these correlated
noise sources, and use them for noise subtraction in the time domain data. This noise and line removal is
particularly significant for the LIGO Hanford Observatory, where the improvement in sensitivity is greater
than 20%. Consequently, we were also able to improve the astrophysical estimation for the location,
masses, spins, and orbital parameters of the gravitational wave progenitors.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.042001
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced LIGO’s [1] detections of gravitational waves
[2–8] have opened up a new view of the Universe, allowing
us to learn about astrophysical sources such as the mergers
of compact stellar remnants. As work continues toward
reaching the design sensitivity of Advanced LIGO, we are
looking forward to more detections of gravitational waves
(GW) and learning more about their sources [9,10].
The Advanced LIGO detectors are kilometer-scale laser
interferometers with suspended test masses, sophisticated
seismic isolation systems, and complexoptical configurations
employing multiple coupled optical resonators [11]. LIGO’s
design sensitivity is limited primarily by fundamental noise
sources such as quantum shot noise, quantum radiation
pressure noise, and Brownian thermal noise. However, in
some frequency bands, Advanced LIGO’s first observation
runs have been limited by technical noises [12,13]. Many of
these noise sources are well understood, and further work is
needed to prevent them from contaminating the gravitational
wave sensitivity. In practice, a balance has to be struck
between commissioning the detector to improve noise per-
formance, and observations. For the second observation run
from November 2016 to August 2017, the LIGO Scientific
Collaboration elected to run with somewhat elevated noise in
one of the interferometers, while making plans to address
these noise sources prior to the third observation run.
The sensitivity of the LIGO Hanford detector is severely
affected by laser noise in the frequency band from 100 Hz
to 1 kHz. Fortunately, we have a set of independent witness
sensors that is highly correlated with this noise. The spectra
of both detectors also reveal the power mains and their
harmonics, as well as lines that are monitoring the
calibration in real time. Noise and line removal can enhance
the sensitivity of the LIGO Hanford detector by more than
20% during the second observing run. By implementing a
postprocessing noise removal algorithm, we are able to
significantly improve our ability to estimate the parameters
of a compact binary coalescence, including its sky location,
distance, masses, spins, and orbital mechanics.
The removal of lines with narrow frequency spread is
also beneficial in the search for continuous wave sources,
such as spinning neutron stars. Due to the long signal
duration, the frequency of the observed gravitational wave*jenne@caltech.edu
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signals is Doppler shifted by the rotation of the Earth by
10−6 times the source-frame GW frequency and the motion
of the Earth around the Sun by 10−4 times the source-frame
frequency. Narrow spectral lines are broadened by similar
ratios after the Doppler effect has been removed by
projecting the data to the solar system barycenter.
Additionally, lines such as the 60 Hz power mains are
spectrally narrow on a short timescale but drift in frequency
on a timescale of days or weeks such that when averaged
over an entire observing run they obscure a span of
frequencies about 0.2 Hz wide [14]. The search for
continuous waves examines frequency bins as narrow as
10−8 Hz and is fundamentally a postprocessing algorithm
so it can naturally benefit from any sensitivity improve-
ments made via our postprocessing noise and line removal
technique.
Section II briefly describes the origin of several noise
sources that can be removed, while Sec. III discusses the
available witness sensors and the method for calculating the
coupling functions used in the subtraction algorithm.
Section IV examines how this postprocessing noise sub-
traction impacts the estimation of various astrophysical
parameters.
II. TECHNICAL NOISE SOURCES
After the first Advanced LIGO observing run, lasting
from September 2015 to January 2016, the two LIGO
observatories in Hanford, Washington, and Livingston,
Louisiana, underwent a series of upgrades [13]. The
Hanford observatory focused on increasing the amount
of laser power circulating in the interferometer, which
required using a high power oscillator [15]. The water
required for cooling the laser rods flows through piping
attached to the laser table, causing vibrations. This table
also hosts an optical train for shaping the beam, impressing
radio frequency sidebands, beam steering, and frequency
stabilization. The water flow causes vibrations of these
optical elements, which translates into beam jitter. Thermal
fluctuations in the laser rods and mode mismatch in the
optical resonators also cause jitter variations of the laser
beam size—likely due to the turbulent water flow directly
over the laser rods [16].
During Advanced LIGO’s second observing run, it was
discovered that one of the core mirrors in the long arm
cavities at the Hanford observatory has a point absorber on
its surface. Depending on the incident power, this causes a
beam deformation due to the thermal expansion of the
optics and the temperature dependence of the index of
refraction. LIGO has a thermally actuated adaptive optics
system [17] to help compensate for effects that are axially
symmetric about the beam axis, but which cannot remove
the effect of a point absorber that is located several
millimeters away from the center.
The presence of this nonasymmetric optical deformation
couples beam jitter and beam size variations into the
gravitational wave readout channel. During the run, an
attempt was made to inspect the offending mirror and try to
clean off the absorption spot. But, this failed, with the
cleaning having no appreciable effect on the absorption, so
this optic has been replaced prior to the start of the third
observing run. As a result, the higher beam jitter and beam
size variations significantly impacted the gravitational wave
readout sensitivity of the LIGOHanfordObservatory during
the entire second observation run.
The LIGO Livingston Observatory did not utilize their
high power laser oscillator during the second observation
run, and so requiredmuch less coolingwater to flow through
the piping on the laser table. Instead, the commissioning
effort at the Livingston Observatory focused on finding and
mitigating various noise sources, such as scattered light and
coupling of electronics noise. This complementary approach
in the commissioning of the twoLIGOdetectors is common,
and enables early experience with new hardware configu-
rations. Both interferometers are susceptible to the power
mains that show up in the gravitational wave readout. An
active set of calibration lines is used to track the variations in
the optical gain. Both the power mains and the calibration
line arewell known, and therefore can be subtracted from the
measured gravitational wave strain.
At frequencies below a few tens of hertz, additional noise
is introduced by the control forces that are applied to the
mirrors to control the resonance condition of the interfer-
ometer and the test mass orientation. In addition to the 4 km
long arm cavities, the LIGO detectors have optical cavities
in the central part of the interferometer whose lengths must
be controlled to keep the interferometer at its linear
operating point. The sensors used for the auxiliary length
degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) have worse shot-noise-limited
sensitivity than the gravitational wave readout channel.
Since this shot noise is imposed on the actual length noise
of the auxiliary cavities by our feedback controls, it can
contaminate the gravitational wave readout channel. The
feedback control system actively tries to decouple two of
the three length d.o.f. from the gravitational wave readout
channel. But, due to a remaining imbalance in the actuator
strength and due to leaving the third d.o.f. untouched, some
noise still couples into the gravitational wave readout
channel. This noise can also be removed in postprocessing.
Figure 1 shows the noise amplitude spectral density
(ASD) of the LIGO detectors in the low-latency readout,
and estimates the noise contributions from each of the
categories described above.
III. NOISE SUBTRACTION
We use the Wiener method [18] to estimate the coupling
function between each noise source and the GW channel.
This method determines how best to manipulate an aux-
iliary witness sensor’s data such that when it is subtracted
from the primary target signal (here, the GW channel) the
mean-square error of the primary channel is minimized. To
do this, we define an error signal
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e⃗ ¼ d⃗ − y⃗; ð1Þ
where d⃗ is the noisy target signal and y⃗ is the approximation
of d⃗ from the independent witness sensor. This is given by
y⃗ ¼ w⃗Tx⃗; ð2Þ
where x⃗ is the measurement of the external disturbance
from the witness sensor, and w⃗ is the finite impulse
response (FIR) filter that we will solve for. The figure of
merit (ξ) that we use for calculating the Wiener filter
coefficients in this case is the expectation value of the
square of the error signal,
ξ≡ E½e⃗2 ¼ E½d⃗2 − 2w⃗Tp⃗þ w⃗TRw⃗: ð3Þ
Here, E½ indicates the expectation value of , p⃗ is the
cross-correlation vector between the witness and target
signals, and R is the autocorrelation matrix for the witness
channels. When we find the extrema of Eq. (3) by setting
dξ
dwi
¼ 0; ð4Þ
we find
Rw⃗optimum ¼ p⃗: ð5Þ
Equation (5) finds the time domain filter coefficients
which minimize the RMS of the error e⃗ by estimating the
transfer function between the witness sensors and the target
signal. The error signal is now an estimate of the signal in d⃗,
without any noise.
This method was utilized on LIGO data in 2010, for low
frequency seismic noise [19]. Following this, the method
was used to create feed forward filters which were used
online in 2010 [20]. This and another method were also
used offline to remove noise from auxiliary d.o.f. from
LIGO’s initial-era sixth science run [21,22]. A frequency-
dependent variant of noise subtraction was proposed in
1999 [23], and shown to be effective on a prototype
interferometer’s data.
The Wiener method is able to handle several witness
sensors simultaneously by extending R and p⃗ in the above
equations, even if they see some amount of signal from the
same noise source, as long as the information in the auxiliary
sensors is not identical. This prevents over-subtracting a
source of noise, and eliminates the need to carefully choose
the order of subtraction if the witness sensors are used in
series. The inversion of the matrix [R−1 when Eq. (5) is
solved for w⃗optimum] is computationally intensive.
FIG. 1. Noise amplitude spectral density of the Advanced LIGO detectors (dark blue), with the left panel for Hanford and the right
panel for Livingston. The other traces are the estimated contributions of the calibration lines (red), power line and harmonics (gold),
beam jitter motion and beam size variations (purple), angular control noise (green), and the auxiliary length controls d.o.f. (light blue).
These spectra are based on 1024 s of data starting on 25 June 2017 at 08:00:00 UTC, at a time when both LIGO interferometers were
operating and in an observation-ready state.
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As this method works to minimize the root mean
square (RMS) of the target channel, it is useful to
remove narrow spectral lines from the data before
attempting to subtract the broadband noise sources.
For the calibration lines we use the digital signals that
are sent to the various actuators as our auxiliary
channels. Since we know that these signals sent to
different actuators are not correlated with one another,
we subtract them in series. For the power main line at
60 Hz we use a digitized signal that comes directly from
monitoring the voltage supplied to our analog electronics
racks. While we monitor the voltage at all locations that
host analog electronics for the interferometer, we empir-
ically choose the one signal at each site that removes
most of the 60 Hz line. In the future, we may consider
utilizing more of these signals, particularly for subtrac-
tion over longer periods of time.
To measure the beam jitter motion we use a set of three
split photodiodes, each with four sections. One of the
photodiodes is placed on the laser table, and monitors the
beam motion and beam size just after the laser itself. This
diode has a central circle, and a ring of three equal-sized
segments surrounding the central region. The other two split
photodetectors monitor the vertical and horizontal motion of
the beam rejected by the input mode cleaner cavity which
spatially filters the laser beam before it enters the main
interferometer. The signals from these photodiodes are all
passed to the Wiener filter calculation algorithm together.
For both the angular and length control noise sources we
use the digital control signals that are sent to the mirror
actuators as the witnesses.
Figure 2 shows the improvement that can be made in the
LIGO interferometers’ noise ASD, as a function of fre-
quency. Note that the LIGO Hanford detector is
FIG. 2. Noise amplitude spectral density improvement of the LIGO detectors, Hanford in the left panel and Livingston in the right
panel. Low-latency data used to identify GW candidates and determine their significance are shown in blue traces. Interferometer noise
ASD after postprocessing noise removal is shown in red traces. The inset is a zoom of Hanford data. These spectra were estimated using
1024 s of data starting on 25 June 2017 at 08:00:00 UTC, a time when both LIGO interferometers were online and in an observation-
ready state.
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compromised by the technical noise sources discussed
above more significantly than is the LIGO Livingston
detector, and so it sees much more dramatic improvement.
Notable spectral lines such as those at ∼500 Hz and
harmonics cannot be independently witnessed with cur-
rently existing hardware, and so cannot be subtracted. The
LIGO interferometers’ alignment can change slowly with
time, which causes the coupling of some noise sources to
change. Empirically, it seems that the coupling functions
should be recalculated about once per hour of data, and thus
theWiener filters are recalculated for each GWevent. For all
of the gravitational wave events that have utilized this
method of postprocessing noise subtraction (GW170608
[8], GW170814 [7], and GW170817 [3]), the Wiener filter
coupling functions were calculated using 1024 s of data, and
applied in the time domain to 4096 s of data surrounding
each event. The Wiener filters for each witness channel
utilize 1000 finite infinite response (FIR) taps for data at a
16 kHz sample rate.
A measure of the improvement in each interferometer
can be summarized by the increase in horizon distance the
detectors can see a certain GW signal with a predefined
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For both canonical binary
black hole 30 M⊙-30 M⊙ mergers, as well as canonical
neutron star 1.4 M⊙-1.4 M⊙ coalescences with a signal-to-
noise ratio of 8, the Hanford detector improves by more
than 20% while the Livingston interferometer only
improves by about 0.5% using this measure.
Several checks can be done to confirm that this noise
removal procedure does not affect any gravitational wave
signal present in the data. Most of the noise sources have no
possibility of containing any gravitational wave informa-
tion, and therefore cannot remove any actual signal. For
example, the power main monitors, calibration lines, and
beammotion photodiodes are not directly sensitive to GWs.
Thewitness sensor that ismost sensitive toGWsignals is the
length of the short Michelson. We calculate that the GW
signal there is a factor of 1.2 × 10−5 smaller than in the main
GW readout channel [21,24,25], so it should only impact the
GW signal up to 0.0012%, which we consider negligible. In
Sec. IVwe also examine software injected signals, wherewe
know the true (simulated) astrophysical parameters, and can
compare the estimated parameters from the low-latency data
and the postprocessed noise-subtracted data.
IV. ESTIMATION OF ASTROPHYSICAL
PARAMETERS
Improved interferometer sensitivity not only enhances
our confidence that a signal is of astrophysical origin, but it
greatly improves our ability to estimate astrophysical
parameters associated with the source of the GWs.
To estimate quantitatively the impact of postprocessing
noise subtraction on the characterization of GW sources,
we performed software injections of signals emitted from
compact binary coalescences. By software injection one
means a simulated GW signal which is added to either real
or synthetic interferometric noise.
For this study, we created 10 binary black hole (BBH)
signals and 9 binary neutron star (BNS) signals. For the
BBH, we used the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform model,
whereas for the BNS we used TaylorF2. This latter does
not include merger and ringdown, which is a reasonable
approximation at low masses. The BBH have component
(detector-frame) masses randomly drawn from the range
½28 − 64M⊙, resulting in mass ratios [26] in the range
0.48–1.0. The BBH are injected with zero spin (although
we do allow for the spin d.o.f. while measuring the BBH
parameters). The BNS have masses in the range ½1.41 −
1.45M⊙ and no spins. The luminosity distance of the
events is random in comoving volume. In practice, this
results in distances between 70 Mpc and 1.54 Gpc for the
BBH and 14 Mpc and 138 Mpc for the BNS.
For each signal, we add the signal offline to a stretch of
the LIGO Hanford and Livingston detectors’ data when
both instruments were online and in a nominal observa-
tional state (1024 s beginning at 25 June 2017 08:00:00
UTC). For each signal and each instrument, a frame file
(this is the file format commonly used within the LIGO-
Virgo Collaboration to store GW data) containing the signal
and the original noise is created and saved. The cleaning
procedure is then performed on all frame files, and new
“cleaned” frames are stored. This leaves us with two sets of
frame files: one with the original LIGO data (as well as the
GW signal), and one with the cleaned data (and, again, the
signal).
Both sets of frames are analyzed with the same algorithm
used by the LIGO and Virgo Collaborations to characterize
compact binary coalescence sources, LALInference
[27]. For each signal, we aim to obtain a posterior distri-
bution for the unknown parameters on which it depends, θ⃗,
given the stretch of data containing the ith signal: pðθ⃗jdiÞ.
Using Bayes’ theorem, this can be written as
pðθ⃗jdiÞ ∝ pðdijθ⃗Þpðθ⃗Þ; ð6Þ
where the proportionality coefficient just acts as an overall
normalization. The first term on the right-hand side,pðdijθ⃗Þ,
is the likelihood of the data given the parameters. In this
paper we work with a two-detector network. Assuming
noise is statistically independent in the two instruments, we
can write the network likelihood as the product of the
likelihood in each instrument:
pðdijθ⃗Þ ¼
YN IFO
k¼1
pðdki jθ⃗Þ: ð7Þ
Finally, pðθ⃗Þ is the prior distribution of θ⃗. For this study we
used the same priors already utilized by the LIGO andVirgo
Collaborations; see e.g., Ref. [28].
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Most of the unknown parameters are common to both the
BBH and the BNS analyses. These include component
masses, luminosity distance, orbital inclination and polari-
zation, sky position, arrival time, and phase [28]. The only
difference is that for the BNS analysis we assumed spins
are aligned with the orbital angular momentum, while for
the BBH we allowed for the possibility of misalignment,
and hence precession. For the BBH runs, we relied on the
reduced order quadrature approximation to the likelihood
[29] to reduce the runtime.
On average, we observe an increase of the SNR at
Hanford of ∼29% for both BNS and BBH. This results in a
∼10% increase in the network SNR. The improvement in
the network SNR is less dramatic, since the SNRs at each
interferometer are added in quadrature [27].
The increased SNR at Hanford yields a more balanced
distribution of the SNR across the two sites, which mostly
helps measure the location of the source on the sky. For
the BNS simulations, we find a 32.2% reduction of the
90% credible interval in the sky localization, compared to
what was obtained with the original uncleaned data. This
is shown in Fig. 3 for the loudest BNS we simulated [30].
The green curves refer to the analysis using the original
data, whereas the blue curves are obtained with the
cleaned data. Note that 50% and 90% contours are given,
and the star shows the true position. For this BNS, the
90% sky area decreases from 39.6 deg2 to 11.6 deg2 using
cleaned data, while the SNR in Hanford increases from
25.5 to 33.0 (the network SNR increases from 65.0 to
68.5). For BBH, the average reduction of the 90% sky
uncertainty is 19.5%. The estimation of the sources’
luminosity distance is also improved, although not dra-
matically so, since its measurement requires detection of
both GW polarizations, whereas the two LIGO sites have
nearly aligned arms. Adding more SNR in Hanford thus
does not add significant polarization information. We find
an average improvement of 6.6% for BNS and 2.0% for
BBH for luminosity distance.
The intrinsic parameters of the sources, i.e., masses and
spins, can usually be measured well already with a single
instrument. The uncertainty in those quantities is thus
mostly affected by the network SNR, and not so sensitive
to how that SNR is distributed in the network. For the chirp
mass [28] we find a relative improvement of 5.2% for the
BNS and 13.4% for the BBH. The reason why BBH
improve more is because they have fewer inspiral cycles
(from which the chirp mass is measured [28]) than BNS.
They can thus benefit more from any extra SNR at
frequencies below ∼100 Hz.
Similar small improvements are visible for the asym-
metric mass ratio and the effective spin parameter χeff
[28,31]. We find that cleaning makes little difference in this
case. For a few BNS sources the uncertainty is actually
slightly smaller before cleaning. On average, the mass ratio
is estimated to be 1.4% worsewhen using cleaned data. For
BBH, we also find a few sources for which the uncertainty
is smaller before cleaning, although when averaging over
all sources, cleaned data yield intervals which are 5.1%
better with cleaned data. For χeff we find an average
improvement of 8.5% for BBH and 0.1% for BNS.
FIG. 3. Mollweide projection for the skymap of one of the BNS sources as measured with the original (green) and cleaned (blue) data.
For each map the contours show the 50% and 90% confidence intervals. A star shows the true position of the injected source. To enhance
clarity, the inset shows a zoom of the relevant part of the sky. The 90% confidence interval decreases from 39.7 deg2 to 11.6 deg2 after
data are cleaned.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that postprocessing noise subtraction is
effective for the Advanced LIGO gravitational wave
detectors, particularly for the Hanford Observatory during
the second observation run which is limited by known
technical noise sources over a wide range of frequencies.
This sensitivity improvement significantly enhances our
ability to extract astrophysical information from our
detected signals. The improvement in sensitivity shown
roughly doubles the volume of the Universe in which the
Hanford interferometer can detect gravitational waves.
Currently underway is the rewriting of the noise subtraction
code such that it is scalable and can be applied to the
entirety of the data from the second observation run. This
will allow the background estimations of events to also use
cleaned data, and will enable the CW search to look at
frequencies they have never been able to see before.
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